


PEGI ratings and guidance applicable within PEGI markets only.

What is the PEGI System?
The PEGI age-rating system protects minors from games unsuitable for their particular 
age group. PLEASE NOTE it is not a guide to gaming diffi culty. Comprising two parts, 
PEGI allows parents and those purchasing games for children to make an informed 
choice appropriate to the age of the intended player. The fi rst part is an age rating:

The second is icons indicating the type of content in the game. Depending on the 
game, there may be a number of such icons. The age-rating of the game refl ects the 
intensity of this content. The icons are:

WARNING Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360® console and 
accessory manuals for important safety and health information. Keep all manuals 
for future reference. For replacement console and accessory manuals, go to 
www.xbox.com/support.

Important Health Warning About Playing Video Games
Photosensitive seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to 
certain visual images, including fl ashing lights or patterns that may appear in 
video games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have 
an undiagnosed condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures” 
while watching video games.

These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, altered 
vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, 
confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause loss of 
consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or striking 
nearby objects.

Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these 
symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above 
symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience these 
seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by taking the 
following precautions: Sit farther from the screen; use a smaller screen; play in a 
well-lit room; do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued. 

If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a 
doctor before playing.



Xbox LIVE
Xbox LIVE® is your connection to more games, more entertainment, more 
fun. Go to www.xbox.com/live to learn more. 

Connecting
Before you can use Xbox LIVE, connect your Xbox 360 console to a high-
speed Internet connection and sign up to become an Xbox LIVE member.  
For more information about connecting, and to determine whether 
Xbox LIVE is available in your region, go to www.xbox.com/live/countries.

Family Settings
These easy and flexible tools enable parents and caregivers to decide 
which games young game players can access based on the content rating. 
Parents can restrict access to mature-rated content. Approve who and how 
your family interacts with others online with the Xbox LIVE service, and 
set time limits on how long they can play. For more information, go to 
www.xbox.com/familysettings.
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Game Controls
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Combat

RT(hold) Block

LT Evade

Evade

Counter*, G
rab*, Prayer*

Basic Attack,Cyclone 
Strike*, Sw

eep*, G
rab*

RB  Charge*, D
ash Strike*

Shield bash/Throw
 dagger*,

Cyclone Strike*, Sw
eep*

Revive/ Coup de G
race, Prayer*

* Requires skill
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Introduction

The First Templar is a co-operative action-adventure game which puts you in the role 
of a noble Templar and his companions in their quest to fi nd the Holy Grail. Set in 
the late 13th century, your journey will take you fr om the rural European countryside 
to the vast deserts of the Outermer. Uncover the mysteries behind the Templar Or-
der, play a role in a grand conspiracy, and discover the secret of the Holy Grail. Face 
powerful opponents at every turn, in the face of the Saracen, King Philip IV of France 
and the Dominican Inquisition.

The Main Characters

Celian d’Arestide
Sir Celian d’Arestide is a noble 
knight, who unlike many of his 
brethren in these dark days, hon-
estly believes in the ideals of chiv-
alry. Celian’s home is at the castle 
of Montsegur in Southern France, 
a place with a dark and tragic his-
tory where hundreds of people 
were burned alive by the emerging 
Inquisition.   

Sir d’Arestide is not just an out-
standing fi ghter, who is considered undefeated by any men in a duel, but also one of 
the few well educated knights of his age. He treasures loyalty above all else and has 
a strong, unfaltering sense of justice. The Grandmaster of the Templar Order is his 
life-long mentor and supporter, a man he respects more than anyone else. During 
his countless batt les in the East, he fought alongside Roland, who became his best 
fr iend, regardless of their diff erent characters.
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Marie d’Ibelin
Marie d’Ibelin is a member of a prominent 
noble family fr om the crusader states. Her 
grandfather was Guy d’Ibelin marshal and 
constable of the kingdom of Cy�rus. Her 
mother was a Saracen fr om a noble family. 
Marie is a child of t�o worlds – the West 
and the East, but she could never found 
her place in either of them. She was raised 
in the Holy Land according to the culture 
and customs of the East, she speaks the 
Saracen language, yet she is a Christian. 
Growing up in a land of constant confl ict, 
she was taught how to fi ght and defend herself, fr om an early age.

Roland
Roland is a senior member of 
the Templar. An or�han, of low 
origins, he was raised by a cruel 
adoptive family. He sustained 
himself with pett y crimes and 
mischief until the age of six-
teen, when he tried to rob and 
kill a Templar. During the time 
he spent in jail, Roland man-
aged to impress high ranking 
members of the Order with his 
unmatched fi ghting skills. Re-

gardless of his unruly temper, he climbed the ladder faster than any other knight 
and earned a legendary status ast er numerous successful campaigns at the Holy 
Land. In Outremer his name is always whispered, never said aloud, for too many 
have witnessed Roland’s rage and none of them sur�ived to tell the tale. He really lives 
up to the proverb: att ack is the best form of defense.
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Cooperative Gameplay

Celian is never alone. During his journey he is accompanied by Roland or by Marie. 
You can play as either of the t�o heroes and switch bet�een them simply by press-
ing the LB butt on                . The First Templar features both single player and co-op 
modes. When playing solo, you can switch bet�een the t�o characters, leaving the 
control of the second hero to the game’s AI. At any moment a second player can join 
in and take control of the AI controlled hero. 

Some puzzles require teamwork and must be solved by both heroes. When playing 
solo you can command your AI companion to follow you (default) or to stay in place 
(D-pad down)           . While stationary you can also order your teammate to interact 
(D-pad Up)           with any object near him or her, such as a lever, a chest or a heal-
ing item.

Teamwork plays a major role in combat as well. There are several skills which allow 
you to help your companion. Most importantly you can revive a fallen hero by mov-
ing next to him and pressing the A butt on         . You have limited time to help your 
fallen companion. If you fail to revive him/her in time you will lose the game. Keep in 
mind that the Revive action requires zeal (see Combat section for more information).

ing the LB butt on                . The First Templar features both single player and co-op 

(D-pad down)           . While stationary you can also order your teammate to interact 
(D-pad Up)           with any object near him or her, such as a lever, a chest or a heal-

ing next to him and pressing the A butt on         . You have limited time to help your 
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mind that the Revive action requires zeal (see Combat section for more information).

8
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Getting Started

Saved Games
Press any butt on on the Title Screen to bring up the Saved Games menu. Select one 
of the three player profi les to record your saves and sett ings, or choose Online Game 
to search for online games in progress.

Online Games
A list of online games in progress will be shown here. You can att empt to join any of 
these games by selecting one and pressing the A  butt on           . If none of the games 
shown is to your liking, you can press the Y butt on          to search for a new list of 
games.

Main Menu
Here you can continue the game fr om the last checkpoint by selecting Continue, or 
start fr om a previously visited chapter in the Chapter Select menu. Game sett ings can 
be changed fr om the Options menu.

Chapter Select
You can continue your game fr om a previously visited chapter in the Chapter Select 
screen. Be careful when continuing the game in this way, as any progress obtained 
during the last chapter you have played will be lost.
Important: In order to complete the game on a given Diffi  culty sett ing you must 
complete all the chapters fr om start to fi nish on that diffi  culty sett ing or higher.

Options
Select the Options menu to change the following sett ings:

Diffi  culty Change the diffi  culty sett ing for the se-
lected profi le

Online Mode Sets which players can or cannot join 
your game in progress

Invert Look Toggle invert on/off 

A list of online games in progress will be shown here. You can att empt to join any of 
these games by selecting one and pressing the A  butt on           . If none of the games these games by selecting one and pressing the A  butt on           . If none of the games 
shown is to your liking, you can press the Y butt on          to search for a new list of 
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Invert Rotation  Toggle rotation on/off 

Vibration Enable or disable controller vibration

Brightness Adjust the brightness of the game

Subtitles  Turn the subtitles on/off 

SFX Volume Adjust the sfx volume

Music Volume Adjust the music volume

Dialogue Volume Adjust the dialogue volume

 Multiplayer

Split screen multiplayer
Every chapter of the game can be played in cooperation with another player. To ini-
tiate a split screen local multiplayer, press the Start butt on             on the second 
controller during gameplay.

Hosting a multiplayer game
To host a multiplayer game you must start playing a single player game with the 
Online Mode option set to “Only fr iends” or “Everyone” in the Options Menu. This 
option determines who will be able to join your game during play. If you decide to re-
sume the game in single player mode you can select Kick Player fr om the Main Menu.

Joining a multiplayer game
You can join a game in progress fr om the Online Games screen. You can disengage 
fr om a cooperative game by choosing “Drop out” fr om the Main Menu.
Important! When joining another player’s game you will be treated as a guest and 
will not be able to earn ex�erience, learn skills or achieve game progress for your 
own profi le.

tiate a split screen local multiplayer, press the Start butt on             on the second 
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Screen Display

Health and Health Orbs
Your hero’s health is represented by a red bar next to his icon. When you take dam-
age your health will decrease. Health orbs are positioned above your hero’s health 
bar. When your health bar reaches 0 it will be refilled provided you have a full health 
orb. If all of your health orbs are spent and your health bar reaches 0 your hero will 
fall down. Even though you are down your companion can revive you with the Revive 
skill. You can earn additional health orbs by learning the Toughness skill or from 
temporary power-ups.

Healing Items
You can restore lost health and health orbs when you are not fighting. Your last 
health bar will refill gradually. To regain health orbs you will have to find healing 
items such as food and water. Such items are marked with an orange dot on your 
radar and are highlighted by the Look Around action (see below). Additionally some 
hidden chests can provide you with the Full Health power-up.

Zeal
The heroes use zeal to perform special attacks and moves such as the Power Attack 
skill. The amount of zeal that your hero currently has can be seen below your heroes 
health bar. Zeal is gradually filled when you hit your enemies. When you fill a zeal 
orb you can unleash one of your special attacks. Many skills provide additional way 
to gain zeal.

Hit Chain
Making consecutive successful attacks will increase your hit chain multiplier. Raising 
the multiplier will increase the amount of zeal you gain when attacking. If you are hit 
or if you fail to hit for several seconds the hit chain will be reset to 0.

Radar
You can navigate the world with ease using the game’s radar. Your current position 
is indicated by the brown arrow in the center of the radar. The way to your main ob-
jective is always indicated with a golden arrow, while bonus objectives are indicated 
with a blue arrow. Enemy units are shown in red while friendly units are marked 
in green. The radar is a useful tool for finding hidden treasure chests. Some chests 
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will be clearly marked with a white cross and have a white arrow pointing towards 
them, while others will be situated in an area which must be ex�lored in order to be 
discovered. Healing items are shown as orange dot on the radar.

Clues
During your journey you might come across places of interest marked with a glim-
mering light. These will reveal treasures which were previously hidden on your radar.

Boss health bar
When facing a powerful enemy, his current health will appear here. Just like the 
heroes, bosses also have health orbs.

Time limits
Certain encounters will require you to dispatch a group of enemies before a timer 
runs out. In these cases the remaining time will be shown here.

Ally health
The health of allies that you must protect will be displayed here.

Combat

When the heroes encounter enemies they engage in combat and can utilize a variety 
of off ensive and defensive tactics.

Attacking
Each hero has a basic att ack combo which is executed by pressing X            . The third 
att ack of this combo pushes your opponent several meters away. You can change the 
target of your att ack by tilting the Lest  Stick             to a new target. You can change 
targets even bet�een combo strikes. This way you can hit one opponent t�ice with 
your basic combo and then use the third att ack of your basic combo to push back a 
second opponent away fr om you. As you advance through the game new and more 
powerful att acks and combos will become available.

Each hero has a basic att ack combo which is executed by pressing X            . The third 

target of your att ack by tilting the Lest  Stick             to a new target. You can change 
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Blocking Attacks
You can block att acks by holding down the RT          . You will block all att acks coming 
fr om in fr ont of your hero while holding the block butt on. However att acks made 
against your back will hit you. You cannot move while holding the block butt on, but 
you can turn to face your att ackers, thus blocking att ack made against your back.

Evading Attacks
You can evade att acks if you quickly move away fr om the att acker. While in combat 
you can dodge att acks by holding down the LT          and tilting the Lest  Stick            in 
the desired direction.

Coup de Grace
Several att ack skills such as Power Att ack can knock down your opponents. When 
an opponent is on the ground you can perform a special fi nishing move. To execute 
a Coup de Grace move near an opponent on the ground and press B         . Keep in 
mind that some of the more powerful opponents in the game are immune to knock 
down eff ects.

XP & Skills
The heroes gain ex�erience each time they defeat an enemy. You can spend that 
ex�erience to purchase new skills for your heroes. To buy a new skill open the Journal 
by pressing the Back butt on               and navigate to the Skills screen by pressing the 
RB butt on               .

To learn a skill simply navigate with the LS           to that skill and press the A butt on 
          . You can learn any skill which is adjacent to a skill you already know in the cross 
skill layout, provided you have enough ex�erience points.
Some skills improve and build on other skills. For example the Improved Power 
Att ack skill increases the damage of the Power Att ack skill. Such skills cannot be 
learned if you don’t have the base skill. 
All heroes have their own pool of ex�erience points. You can switch bet�een heroes in 
the skill layout by pressing the Y butt on           .

Attack Icons and Defensive Stance
Enemies display a special icon above their head before they start their att ack. Some-
times opponents will make extremely powerful att acks which are indicated by a dif-

To learn a skill simply navigate with the LS           to that skill and press the A butt on 
          . You can learn any skill which is adjacent to a skill you already know in the cross 
skill layout, provided you have enough ex�erience points.

a Coup de Grace move near an opponent on the ground and press B         . Keep in 

ex�erience to purchase new skills for your heroes. To buy a new skill open the Journal 
by pressing the Back butt on               and navigate to the Skills screen by pressing the 
RB butt on               .

You can block att acks by holding down the RT          . You will block all att acks coming 

You can evade att acks if you quickly move away fr om the att acker. While in combat 
you can dodge att acks by holding down the LT          and tilting the Lest  Stick            in you can dodge att acks by holding down the LT          and tilting the Lest  Stick            in 

the skill layout by pressing the Y butt on           .
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ferent att ack icon. It’s best you block, dodge or counter such att acks if you want to 
avoid taking high damage.

Some opponents can enter a defensive stance which is indicated by a shield icon 
above their heads. While an opponent is in a defensive stance he will block all of your 
basic att acks. Knocking down a defensive opponent will break his stance.

Example Skills

Critical Strike
This skill allows you to deal higher damage with your combo att acks if you time 
your att ack perfectly. To do this push the att ack butt on just as the previous att ack 
hits. When you execute a critical hit successfully the trail of your hero’s weapons will 
become red.

Perfect Block
Blocking an att ack by pressing the block butt on          just before your opponent hits, 
will perform a perfect block. When you execute a perfect block your hero will gain a 
signifi cant amount of zeal.

Counter Attack
As alternative to perfect block you can perform a counter att ack by pressing the Y 
butt on           just before your opponent hits. Counter att acks will protect you fr om the 
enemy att ack and instead deal damage to that opponent.

Charge (Celian)
Cealian charges for�ard, pushing back enemies in his path. The charge ends with 
a powerful att ack.

Throw Dagger (Marie)
Marie throws a dagger at an opponent up to several meters away fr om her. Keep in 
mind that the dagger has limited range.

Frenzy (Roland)
Roland enters a fr enzy state in which his att acks deal increased damage for  several 
seconds.

Blocking an att ack by pressing the block butt on          just before your opponent hits, 

As alternative to perfect block you can perform a counter att ack by pressing the Y 
butt on           just before your opponent hits. Counter att acks will protect you fr om the 
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Stealth
The heroes can avoid some enemy groups and patrols by moving quietly around 
them. When not in combat you can hold down the LT          to move quietly. In this 
mode you can even sneak behind an enemy and execute a silent kill by pressing the 
X butt on          . While in stealth mode you can see the “sight” of enemies on the radar. 
If an enemy sees you he will alarm nearby opponents and att ack you.

Hiding Places
Some spots provide perfect cover fr om the enemy’s gaze. The heroes can use these 
spots to avoid patrols and enemy snipers.

Gongs
Opponents can raise an alarm and alert distant enemy groups by sounding a sta-
tionary gong. Stop enemy soldiers before they reach a gong or you’ll be in trouble.

Distractions Distractions
When you see a pile of small pots remember that you can use them to distract enemy 
soldiers by interacting with the pile to throw a pot in a given direction. Enemies will 
turn to face or move to investigate the source of the noise.

The heroes can avoid some enemy groups and patrols by moving quietly around 
them. When not in combat you can hold down the LT          to move quietly. In this 

X butt on          . While in stealth mode you can see the “sight” of enemies on the radar. 

turn to face or move to investigate the source of the noise.

15
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Look Around, Tracking & Traps

The look around action allows your hero to spot important objects, traps and tracks. 
Pressing the RB             outside of combat will trigger the look around mode and 
highlight important objects near you. You can also hold the RB             to walk care-
fully and gradually reveal hidden objects along your path. Using the look around 
action will allow you to discover tracks which can be followed to your objective or to 
hidden chests. You can also spot bear traps or pressure plates which trigger deadly 
mechanisms.  Many secrets can be discovered with the use of the look around action.

Chests & Boons
There are many chests hidden through the game which unlock outfi t pieces and 
grant power-ups. These power-ups may provide eff ects such as fully replenish health, 
ex�erience points or fully replenish zeal. Boons are special power-ups which provide 
strong eff ects until the end of the level. For example the Brutal Charge Boon gives 
Celian an over�owered version of the Charge skill for the remainder of the chapter.

In-Game Menus

Main Menu
By pressing the Start butt on          during gameplay you will open the in-game 
Main Menu. Here you can view the game’s controls or decide to restart fr om your last 
checkpoint. Using                and               you can navigate to the Chronicles screen and 
the Options screen respectively.

Chronicles
The parts of the Templar Chronicles you can collect during your journey will be dis-
played on this screen. Pressing the A butt on            will play a narration of the 
chronicle text, while pressing the A butt on             again will stop it.

Options
The game’s options can be set fr om this screen.

Journal
Pressing the Back butt on            will open the Journal screen. The current chapter’s 

The look around action allows your hero to spot important objects, traps and tracks. 
Pressing the RB             outside of combat will trigger the look around mode and Pressing the RB             outside of combat will trigger the look around mode and 
highlight important objects near you. You can also hold the RB             to walk care-

By pressing the Start butt on          during gameplay you will open the in-game 

Pressing the Back butt on            will open the Journal screen. The current chapter’s 

Main Menu. Here you can view the game’s controls or decide to restart fr om your last 
checkpoint. Using                and               you can navigate to the Chronicles screen and 
Main Menu. Here you can view the game’s controls or decide to restart fr om your last 
checkpoint. Using                and               you can navigate to the Chronicles screen and 

chronicle text, while pressing the A butt on             again will stop it.

The parts of the Templar Chronicles you can collect during your journey will be dis-
played on this screen. Pressing the A butt on            will play a narration of the 
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main and bonus objectives will be displayed here. Using               and                you can 
navigate to the Skills screen and the Outfi ts screen respectively.

Skills
Here you can use the ex�erience you have gained during the game to learn new skills. 
You can switch bet�een the t�o characters using the Y butt on          and learn the 
selected skill with the A butt on            . In order to learn a skill you must fi rst unlock it 
by learning a skill adjacent to its position and have enough ex�erience to purchase it.

Outfi ts
During your journey you will fi nd hidden parts of weapons and costumes which 
can be assembled and equipped in the Outfi ts screen. In order to be able to equip a 
weapon or a costume you should fi rst assemble all its parts listed in the Prerequisites 
list. Only one weapon and one costume can be equipped at a time. You can change 
bet�een the t�o characters with the Y butt on          .

main and bonus objectives will be displayed here. Using               and                you can 
navigate to the Skills screen and the Outfi ts screen respectively.
main and bonus objectives will be displayed here. Using               and                you can 
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bet�een the t�o characters with the Y butt on          .
list. Only one weapon and one costume can be equipped at a time. You can change 
bet�een the t�o characters with the Y butt on          .

selected skill with the A butt on            . In order to learn a skill you must fi rst unlock it 

Here you can use the ex�erience you have gained during the game to learn new skills. 
You can switch bet�een the t�o characters using the Y butt on          and learn the 
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LIMITED SOFTWARE WARRANTY 
AND LICENSE AGREEMENT

YOUR USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS SUBJECT TO THIS LIMITED SOFTWARE WARRANTY 
AND LICENSE AGREEMENT (THE “AGREEMENT”) AND THE TERMS SET FORTH BELOW. 
THE “SOFTWARE” INCLUDES ALL SOFTWARE INCLUDED WITH THIS AGREEMENT, THE 
ACCOMPANYING MANUAL (S), PACKAGING AND OTHER WRITTEN, ELECTRONIC OR ON-
LINE MATERIALS OR DOCUMENTATION, AND ANY AND ALL COPIES OF SUCH SOFTWARE 
AND ITS MATERIALS. BY OPENING THE SOFTWARE, INSTALLING, AND/OR USING THE 
SOFTWARE AND ANY OTHER MATERIALS INCLUDED WITH THE SOFTWARE, YOU HERE-
BY ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE WITH [KALYPSO MEDIA UK Ltd.] (“LICENSOR”).

LICENSE
Subject to this Agreement and its terms and conditions, LICENSOR hereby grants you the non-
exclusive, non-transferable, limited right and license to use one copy of the Software for your 
personal use on a single home or portable computer. The Software is being licensed to you 
and you hereby acknowledge that no title or ownership in the Software is being transferred or 
assigned and this Agreement should not be construed as a sale of any rights in the Software. 
All rights not specifically granted under this Agreement are reserved by LICENSOR and, as ap-
plicable, its licensors.

OWNERSHIP
LICENSOR retains all right, title and interest to this Software, including, but not limited to, all 
copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, trade names, proprietary rights, patents, titles, computer 
codes, audiovisual effects, themes, characters, character names, stories, dialog, settings, art-
work, sounds effects, musical works, and moral rights. The Software is protected by United King-
dom copyright law and applicable copyright laws and treaties throughout the world. The Software 
may not be copied, reproduced or distributed in any manner or medium, in whole or in part, 
without prior written consent from 

LICENSOR 
Any persons copying, reproducing or distributing all or any portion of the Software in any manner 
or medium, will be willfully violating the copyright laws and may be subject to civil and criminal 
penalties. Be advised that Copyright violations are subject to penalties of up to £100,000 per vio-
lation. The Software contains certain licensed materials and LICENSOR’s licensors may protect 
their rights in the event of any violation of this Agreement.

LICENSE CONDITIONS

You agree not to:

(a) Commercially exploit the Software;
(b) Distribute, lease, license, sell, rent or otherwise transfer or assign this Software, or any copies 
of this Software, without the express prior written consent of LICENSOR;
(c) Make copies of the Software or any part thereof, except for back up or archival purposes;
(d) Except as otherwise specifically provided by the Software or this Agreement, use or install the 
Software (or permit others to do same) on a network, for on-line use, or on more than one com-
puter, computer terminal, or workstation at the same time;(e) Copy the Software onto a hard drive 
or other storage device and must run the Software from the included DVD/CD-ROM (although 
the Software may automatically copy a portion of itself onto your hard drive during installation in 
order to run more efficiently);
(f) Use or copy the Software at a computer gaming center or any other location-based site; pro-
vided, that LICENSOR may offer you a separate site license agreement to make the Software 
available for commercial use;.
(g) Reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble or otherwise modify the Software, in whole or 
in part;
(h) Remove or modify any proprietary notices or labels contained on or within the Software; and
(i) Transport, export or re-export (directly or indirectly) into any country forbidden to receive such 
Software by any export laws or accompanying regulations or otherwise violate such laws or 
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regulations, that may be amended from time to time.

THE SOFTWARE UTILITIES
The Software may contain a level editor or other similar type tools, assets and other materials 
(the “Software Utilities”) that permit you to construct or customize new game levels and other 
related game materials for personal use in connection with the Software (“Customized Game 
Materials”). In the event the Software contains such Software Utilities, the use of the Software 
Utilities is subject to the following additional terms, conditions and restrictions:

(a) All Customized Game Materials created by you are exclusively owned by LICENSOR and/
or its licensors (as the case may be) and you hereby transfer, assign and convey to LICENSOR 
all right, title and interest in and to the Customized Game Materials and LICENSOR and its 
permitted licensors may use any Customized Game Materials made publicly available to you for 
any purpose whatsoever, including but not limited to for purposes of advertising and promoting 
the Software; 
(b) You will not use or permit third parties to use the Software Utilities and the Customized Game 
Materials created by you for any commercial purposes, including but not limited to distributing, 
leasing, licensing, renting, selling, or otherwise exploiting, transferring or assigning the ownership 
of such Customized Game Materials;
(c) Customized Game Materials must be distributed solely for free; provided, that you may con-
tact LICENSOR for a license to commercially exploit the Customized Game Materials which 
LICENSOR may grant or deny in its sole discretion;
(d) Customized Game Materials shall not contain modifications to any other executable files;
(e) Customized Game Materials must be used alone and can be created if the Customized Game 
Materials will be used exclusively in combination with the commercially released retail version 
of the Software.
(f) Customized Game Materials cannot contain libelous, defamatory or other illegal material, 
material that is scandalous or invades the rights of privacy or publicity of any third party, or 
contain any trademarks, copyright-protected work or other property of third parties (without a 
valid license); and
(g) All Customized Game Materials must contain the proper credits to the authors of the Cus-
tomized Game Materials and must indicate that LICENSOR is not the author of the Customized 
Game Materials with additional language that “THIS MATERIAL IS NOT MADE, GUARANTEED 
OR SUPPORTED BY THE PUBLISHER OF THE SOFTWARE OR ITS AFFILIATES.”

LIMITED WARRANTY 
LICENSOR warrants to you (if you are the initial and original purchaser of the Software) that the 
original storage medium holding the Software is free from defects in material and workmanship 
under normal use and service for 90 days from the date of purchase. If for any reason you find a 
defect in the storage medium during the warranty period, LICENSOR agrees to replace, free of 
charge, any Software discovered to be defective within the warranty period as long as the Soft-
ware is currently being manufactured by LICENSOR. If the Software is no longer available, LI-
CENSOR retains the right to substitute a similar program of equal or greater value. This warranty 
is limited to the storage medium containing the Software as originally provided by LICENSOR 
and is not applicable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be applicable and shall 
be void if the defect has arisen through abuse, mistreatment, or neglect. Any implied warranties 
prescribed by statute are expressly limited to the 90-day period described above. 
 
Except as set forth above, this warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, whether oral or writ-
ten, express or implied, including any other warranty of merchantability, fitness for a particular 
purpose or non-infringement, and no other representations or warranties of any kind shall be 
binding on LICENSOR.
 
When returning the Software subject to the limited warranty above, please send the original Soft-
ware only to the LICENSOR address specified below and include: your name and return address; 
a photocopy of your dated sales receipt; and a brief note describing the defect and the system on 
which you are running the Software.
 
IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUEN-
TIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THE 
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SOFTWARE, INCLUDING DAMAGES TO PROPERTY, LOSS OF GOODWILL, COMPUTER 
FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION AND, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, DAMAGES FOR 
PERSONAL INJURIES, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 
SUCH DAMAGES. LICENSOR’S LIABILITY SHALL NOT EXCEED THE ACTUAL PRICE PAID 
FOR USE OF THE SOFTWARE. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS 
ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS AND/OR THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION 
OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND/OR 
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY 
GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY 
FROM JURISDICTION TO JURISDICTION.

TERMINATION
This Agreement will terminate automatically if you fail to comply with its terms and conditions. 
In such event, you must destroy all copies of the Software and all of its component parts. You 
can also end this Agreement by destroying the Software and all copies and reproductions of the 
Software and deleting and permanently purging the Software from any client server or computer 
on which it has been installed. 
 
EQUITABLE REMEDIES 
You hereby agree that if the terms of this Agreement are not specifically enforced, LICENSOR 
will be irreparably damaged, and therefore you agree that LICENSOR shall be entitled, without 
bond, other security, proof of damages, to appropriate equitable remedies with respect any of this 
Agreement, in addition to any other available remedies.
 
INDEMNITY 
You agree to indemnify, defend and hold LICENSOR, its partners, licensors, affiliates, contrac-
tors, officers, directors, employees and agents harmless from all damages, losses and expenses 
arising directly or indirectly from your acts and omissions to act in using the Software pursuant 
to the terms of the Agreement.

MISCELLANEOUS 
This Agreement represents the complete agreement concerning this license between the parties 
and supersedes all prior agreements and representations between them. It may be amended 
only by a writing executed by both parties. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be unen-
forceable for any reason, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make 
it enforceable and the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not be affected. This Agree-
ment shall be construed under England and Welsh law. Leicester, Leicestershire. 

If you have any questions concerning this license, you may contact in writing Kalypso Media Ltd.

KALYPSO MEDIA UK LTD.
Asmec Center
Eagle House

The Ring, Bracknell
Berkshire RG12 1HB

United Kingdom

www.kalypsomedia.com



Technical support

Free customer service

Our customer service is available 24 hours a day, seven days per week via email. If you have 
any questions or problems with one of our products, we offer you answers and solutions to the 
frequently asked questions at our forum or you can drop us an email under the following address:

support@kalypsomedia.com
forum.kalypsomedia.com

Therefore, we need the following information:

- The complete product name.
- If available, the exact error message and a description of the problem.
Both services are free of charge. Please note, that we are not able to anwser requests concern-
ing tips and tricks via email.



KALYPSO MEDIA GROUP

KALYPSO MEDIA GROUP

MANAGING DIRECTORS
Simon Hellwig

Stefan Marcinek

HEAD OF PUBLISHING 
GERMANY

Henner Bruhn

HEAD OF GAME PRODUCTION
Timo Thomas

GAME PRODUCERS
Dennis Blumenthal
Christian Schlütter

HEAD OF MARKETING
Anika Thun

HEAD OF ART DEPARTMENT
Joachim Wegmann

ART DEPARTMENT
Simone-Desireé Rieß
Anna-Maria Heinrich

Thabani Sihwa

PR DEPARTMENT
Mark Allen

Ted Brockwood
Stefan Marcinek

SUPPORT & COMMUNITY 
MANAGEMENT

Tim Freund
Johannes S. Zech

KALYPSO MEDIA UK
Andrew Johnson

Mark Allen

KALYPSO MEDIA USA
Mario Kroll

Ted Brockwood
John Tullock

Mike De Rienzo 
Adele Vigorito

Theresa Merino

KALYPSO MEDIA DIGITAL
Charlie Barrett
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 KINECT, Xbox, Xbox 360, Xbox LIVE, and the Xbox logos are trademarks 
of the Microsoft group of companies and are used under license from 

Microsoft.


